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FO cable A-DQ (ZN)B2Y 8G50/125 OM3B 1.5Kn - Fibre
optic cable 8 fibres G 50/125 O-CT-3,0kN-8OM3

Draka Comteq Cable
O-CT-3,0kN-8OM3
60047007
4065624019919 EAN/GTIN

0,86 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Fiber optic cable A-DQ(ZN)B2Y ZB 8G 50/125 OM3 O-CT-3,0kN-8OM3 Number of fibers 8, core type central loose tube, fiber type multimode 50/125, category OM3, with
strain relief, reinforcement, With rodent protection, jacket material other, specification jacket material polyethylene (PE), jacket color black, cable longitudinally watertight, cable
metal-free, flame-retardant no, functional integrity no, outer diameter approx. 6.5mm, fiber optic installation cable UCFibre O CT D DA PE 3kN 8 OM3B article -No. 60047007
DIN VDE designation: A-DQ(ZN)B2Y ZB 8G50 OM3 3kN fiber optic cable as central gel-filled loose tube design for structured cabling with 8 bend-insensitive Bendbright fibers
multimode OM3. The cable is UV-resistant, metal-free, longitudinally watertight and rodent-proof with a tensile strength of 3.0kN. The jacket is made of Compact PE material in
Euro fire class NPD. Outdoor use. The central arrangement of the fibers allows a cost-effective and thin cable construction. The fiber optic cable exceeds the requirements of
EN 50 173-1, ISO 11801 2nd edition, IEC 60794-2. Fiber quality: Multimode OM3 Number of fibers: 8 Tensile force: 3000 N Areas of application: Outdoor Central element: gel-
filled loose tube 4 to 24 fibers Color: black Outer diameter: 6.5 mm Cable jacket: jacket made of compact PE material Article number: 60047007
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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